The formation of hydrogen bonds was investigated on the P-rich InP͑001͒ surface employing attenuated total-reflection Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, low-energy electron diffraction, and total-energy density-functional theory calculations. Strong evidence was found for a c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H reconstruction with a higher hydrogen coverage than is characteristic for the metal-organic chemical-vapor deposition prepared hydrogen-stabilized ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H surface. The new surface reconstruction was formed upon exposure to atomic hydrogen. Complete transformation of all the metastable atomic configurations to form the new surface reconstruction was not achieved, since prior to this the surface began to deteriorate. The latter effect was monitored as the formation of In-H bonds. Two observations, i.e., nearly complete screening of the infrared peaks for excitation with p-polarized light and a pronounced redshift of P-H peaks with increasing hydrogen coverage were attributed to dipole-dipole interaction between the vibrating adsorbates.
I. INTRODUCTION
The III-V͑001͒ surfaces are model cases for exploring the driving forces for semiconductor surface reconstructions. 1, 2 In this context, the InP͑001͒ p͑2 ϫ 2͒ / c͑4 ϫ 2͒ surface 3 has found particular attention, because this surface reconstruction does not obey the so-called electron-counting rule. This rule ͑see, e.g., Ref. 4͒ postulates uncharged and semiconducting surfaces with empty cation dangling bonds and filled anion dangling bonds. It has been found to govern the vast majority of compound semiconductor surfaces. III-V͑001͒ surface reconstructions smaller than ͑4 ϫ 2͒ necessarily violate the electron-counting principle. In order to explain the observation of a semiconducting p͑2 ϫ 2͒ reconstruction on MOCVD-grown InP͑001͒ surfaces, the manifestation of many-body effects, namely, strong electron correlation across the P-dimer rows was suggested. 3 Later it was shown that, in fact, hydrogen stabilizes the p͑2 ϫ 2͒ surface. [5] [6] [7] [8] In the present study we revisit the InP͑001͒ surface using lowenergy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒ and infrared ͑IR͒ spectroscopy and find evidence for a c͑2 ϫ 2͒ surface reconstruction with more hydrogen in the unit cell compared to the p͑2 ϫ 2͒ geometry described in Refs. 3 and 5. The introduction of additional P-H bonds into the new unit cell was achieved here only by exposure to atomic hydrogen outside the MOCVD reactor. Based on first-principles densityfunctional theory ͑DFT͒ calculations, a structural model is proposed with three hydrogen atoms in the c͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell of P-terminated InP͑001͒.
II. METHODOLOGY

A. Experiment
Layers of indium phosphide ͑InP͒ of about 200 nm thickness were grown on an InP͑001͒ wafer in an AIX 200 reactor via MOCVD. The substrate was a semi-insulating InP wafer from InPact, 530-m-thick, and cut with an uncertainty of 0.2°with respect to the exact ͑001͒ surface. Prior to growing the layer the wafer was cut to a parallelepipedal shape with a base angle of 45°. This allowed for multipass Fourier transform infrared ͑FTIR͒ measurements of the P-H bonds formed on the surface making use of ATR ͑attenuated total reflection͒. The layer was grown with tertiarybutylphosphine ͑TBP͒ and trimethylindium ͑TMIn͒ as precursors at a V/III ratio of 20 and partial pressures of 3.2ϫ 10 −1 mbar and 1.6 ϫ 10 −2 mbar, respectively. 9 Hydrogen served as the carrier gas at a pressure of 100 mbar. The P-rich surface of InP͑001͒ was prepared according to the procedure described in Refs. 8 and 10. After preparing the surface the sample was transferred to different UHV ͑ultrahigh vacuum͒ analysis chambers utilizing an MOCVD-UHV transfer system and a mobile UHV chamber with sample transfer via load-lock ports. 11 The as-grown sample surface was investigated without applying any further post-transfer surface preparation. We have shown before 8 that the as-grown surface is characterized by IR peaks that agree with the postulated two P-H bonds per surface unit cell. 6 LEED measurements were performed using LEED optics from Specs. Infrared spectra were recorded with a Bruker IFS66v spectrometer combined with an UHV chamber. The complete experimental setup is described elsewhere. 12 As usual for ATR spectra the intensity of vibrational absorption bands is given here in units of change in reflectance normalized to the number of reflections inside the ATR crystal. IR peaks were obtained from difference measurements following the procedure described in detail in Ref. 8 . The hydrogen pressure in the UHV chamber was measured with a cold cathode ͑Pfeiffer, IKR270͒. Throughout this work the hydrogen exposure is given in Langmuir units using the pressure measured with this cold cathode calibrated to molecular hydrogen. Switching on a filament placed about 2 cm in front of the sample led to a percentage on the order of 0.05 atomic hydrogen. It is important to note that already the cold-cathode-contributed atomic hydrogen at about a factor of 10 3 lower rate than the hot filament. If not stated otherwise this gentle source of atomic hydrogen is used in the experiments. It is shown later that only atomic hydrogen was effective in changing the surface reconstruction.
B. Theory
Total-energy calculations were based on a massively parallel, real-space finite-difference implementation 13 of the density-functional theory in the local-density approximation ͑DFT-LDA͒. A multigrid technique was employed for convergence acceleration. The computational details were equal to those of Ref. 5 , in order to allow for a meaningful comparison. Due to the varying surface stoichiometry, the thermodynamic grand-canonical potential ⍀ in dependence upon the chemical potentials of the surface constituents needs to be calculated in order to determine the surface ground state. The In and P chemical potentials cannot vary independently because the surface is in equilibrium with bulk InP. Correspondingly, it holds ͑In͒ + ͑P͒ = ͑InP͒ bulk , and the surface phase diagram may be shown in dependence on only two variables, which we take as the chemical potentials of In and H. Here ⌬͑H͒ = 0 corresponds to the situation where the surface is exposed to molecular hydrogen at T = 0. Increasing the temperature lowers the hydrogen chemical potential, whereas exposure to atomic hydrogen leads to an increase in ⌬͑H͒. The temperature and pressure dependence of ⌬͑H͒ can be approximated by that of a biatomic ideal gas. The respective temperature and pressure dependence has been shown in Fig. 3 in Ref. 6 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The MOCVD-prepared P-rich p͑2 ϫ 2͒ / c͑4 ϫ 2͒ surface ͓sometimes addressed as ͑2 ϫ 1͒ based on the apparent LEED pattern ͑see Fig. 1 , left-hand side͔͒ has been labeled ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H. 6 2D and 2H stand for two P dimers and two hydrogen atoms in the topmost layer of the unit cell, respectively. To check whether a stable phase with more hydrogen bonds can be prepared by exposing the ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H surface to a higher pressure of molecular hydrogen, this surface was first exposed in the MOCVD reactor at room temperature up to the highest pressure that could be realized, i.e., about 900 mbar molecular hydrogen. No significant change of the surface could be detected, however, using reflection anisotropy spectroscopy ͑RAS͒ and infrared spectroscopy. Since the activation energy is unknown the above result does not disprove the possibility of a phase transition to a stable reconstruction with more hydrogen bonds. Exposure to atomic hydrogen was realized after sample transfer to the UHV chamber where the sample could be addressed with FTIR measurements. After exposure of the ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H surface to atomic hydrogen a LEED pattern was observed that is shown at the right-hand side of Fig. 1 at the top. The half-order spots appear somewhat diffuse, nevertheless, a ͑centered͒ c͑2 ϫ 2͒ reconstruction can be clearly identified. From intuition it was clear looking at the ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H that there is the possibility of surface reconstructions with a higher percentage of P-H bonds where the electron counting rule is obeyed. The atomic arrangement in the plausible c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H unit cell ͑see Fig. 1 right-hand side, bottom͒ would agree with the c͑2 ϫ 2͒ LEED pattern. This c͑2 ϫ 2͒ unit cell is the only centered one which fulfills the electroncounting rule. It is thus postulated here as a new surface reconstruction of InP͑001͒. In some cases the new LEED image explained above appeared more as a ͑2 ϫ 1͒ reconstruction ͑not shown here͒ but this phenomenon is already well known from the ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H reconstructed surface, where two differently reconstructed domains exist on the surface. 3, 8 In the case of the c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H reconstruction every second row must be shifted by a / ͱ 2 ͑if a represents the bulk lattice constant͒ in the ͓011͔ direction whereby a ͑2 ϫ 1͒ reconstruction is obtained. There are of course other related reconstructions conceivable and this point will be addressed below. The LEED pattern and the geometry of the ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H reconstructed surface with which the preparation had started is shown for comparison at the left-hand side of Fig. 1 . The polarized infrared spectra due to P-H stretching vibrations are shown in Fig. 2 and for the same surface whose LEED image can be seen in Fig. 1 , right-hand side. The negative peak for the B 0 mode stems from the MOCVD prepared ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H surface 8 that was used as the reference for obtaining the difference spectra shown in Fig. 2 . There is a frequency splitting between the symmetric and the antisymmetric vibration of the two P-H bonds in the latter unit cell ͑see Fig. 1 , left-hand side, bottom͒ that was measured here as 0.6 cm −1 . The negative intensity of the B 0 mode in the difference spectra and the appearance of several positive P-H modes indicate unambiguously that the surface reconstruction was changing upon exposure to atomic hydrogen. The above-postulated c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H reconstruction should give rise to two P-H modes for s-polarized light, i.e., first the antisymmetric mode from the dihydride and second the mode from the monohydride. Obviously, the spectrum in Fig. 2 does not show two but six modes ͑positive peaks, where the negative peak is due to the reference in the difference spectrum͒ that are labeled B 1 to B 6 . All the six modes can be clearly resolved by a fit with a Lorentzian line shape, and the corresponding frequencies are listed in Table I . The FWHM of B 0 is 4 cm −1 whereas the FWHM of the other modes varies between 8 and 19 cm −1 . We consider the fact that no In-H peaks have developed when peaks B 1 -B 6 are rising as proof for a still undestroyed surface. Considering the frequencies for possible metastable atomic configurations and for the two stable modes in the c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H unit cell we assign peak B 3 ͑monohydride͒ and peak B 5 ͑dihydride͒ to the modes of the complete c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H reconstruction. This hypothesis finds some support in the observation that these two peaks are decreasing only after some of the other peaks shown in Fig. 2 have already started to decrease at lower hydrogen supply. The assignment of the two peaks is also supported by a cluster calculation published earlier by the Hicks group. 14 We attribute three positive peaks to metastable transition states ͑atomic structures͒ that are being formed upon exposure to atomic hydrogen. In the absence of further side reactions the latter peaks should disappear upon further exposure to atomic hydrogen with only the two expected positive peaks remaining. Before discussing in some more detail all the peaks seen in Fig. 2 we would like to present strong theoretical support for the above hypothesis of a new InP͑001͒ hydrogen-bonded surface reconstruction.
We investigated here a series of conceivable surface structures with first-principle calculations in addition to the geometries studied earlier. 6 Only two of them a ͑2 ϫ 1͒ and the above c͑2 ϫ 2͒ reconstruction are compatible with the observed LEED pattern. Moreover, the c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H reconstruction turned out very robust, similar to the ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D -2H with lower P-H content, with the energy of all other conceivable structures removed by at least 0.05 eV to higher energies. By choosing equivalent k-point sets and keeping the numerical parameters constant for all surface structures considered, we estimate the error for the relative surface energies below 50 meV. Over a wide range of the In chemical potential the calculations predict for InP surfaces exposed to a high concentration of hydrogen, the structure that we called c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H ͑Fig. 1, bottom right; see the calculated phase diagram in Fig. 3͒ . This surface reconstruction obeys the electron-counting rule and can explain at least part of the experimental findings.
The complete transition from phase ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H to phase c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H was unfortunately not achieved by supplying atomic hydrogen. It will be shown below that the surface started to deteriorate with the formation of In-H bonds before the peaks B 2 , B 4 , and B 6 , assigned to metastable atomic configurations, had disappeared. The activation energies to be surmounted for further attachment of hydrogen to any of the atomic configuration that appear plausible for the metastable transition states are not known. Finding the activation energies would have required detailed temperature-dependent measurements for which our UHV chamber was not equipped. It is, however, obvious that the activation energies for destroying the P-rich crystal surface, which can be recognized by the appearance of In-H peaks ͑Fig. 4͒, must be of similar magnitude as those required for the further attachment of hydrogen to the metastable atomic configurations. Otherwise the c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H phase would have been established everywhere on the surface before the surface started to deteriorate.
We discuss in the following, in more detail, plausible atomic configurations for the metastable transition states and the behavior of the IR peaks when the surface is exposed for a longer time to atomic hydrogen, i.e., we discuss the attachment of further hydrogen at the surface and its deterioration seen in the formation of In-H bonds when both processes are occurring in later stages in parallel ͑Fig. 4͒. It is proposed here that the vibrational frequency B 1 stems from the ͑2 ϫ 2͒-2D-2H unit cell, where one hydrogen atom is bonded to a P dimer but where the neighboring P atoms are now already bonded to more than one hydrogen atom. The frequency of the B 1 peak is very close to that of the B 0 peak and shows virtually the same rate for its formation as the peak B 0 shows for its decrease with ongoing exposure to atomic hydrogen. Peaks B 2 , B 4 , and B 6 are suggested to belong to metastable atomic configurations. Our suggestion agrees with the earlier proposal by the Hicks group that peaks B 4 and B 6 are the modes of two hydrogen atoms bonded to an intact P dimer.
14 It is, however, ruled out here that the peaks correspond to the antisymmetric and the corresponding symmetric mode since both modes showed strong intensities in the spectrum measured with s-polarized light ͑Fig. 2, lefthand side͒. A more plausible suggestion for the origin of these peaks appears to be two antisymmetric modes of two hydrogen atoms bonded to an intact P dimer but the latter exposed to different atomic environments, e.g., where in one case the adjacent P dimer has already fissured and in the other case it has not. B 2 has to be a metastable state since its intensity is decreasing very early upon further exposure to atomic hydrogen. This can be seen in Fig. 5͑a͒ showing the integrated intensity of every P-H mode versus hydrogen exposure. The frequency of B 2 is close to that of B 3 and is therefore tentatively assigned to a hydrogen atom bonded to a P atom with a dangling bond filled with only one electron instead of two as is assumed in the case of the peak B 3 . A half-filled dangling bond should not be very stable and may explain the early decrease of B 2 . A difficulty arises for these assignments from the fact that no strong positive modes were detected with p-polarized light ͑Fig. 2, right-hand side͒. This prevented the identification of antisymmetric vibrations with corresponding peaks of the symmetric vibrations. The most plausible reason for the at first very surprising low intensity measured with p-polarized light is given below. In addition to polarization-dependent measurements isotopic-mixture experiments are in general helpful in making band assignments. Such experiments were performed also for the present system. There were indeed weak shoulders among the P-H peaks due to vibrations of mixed dihydrides ͑H-P-D; D = deuterium͒, but unfortunately they could not be unambiguously assigned to the respective peaks. Moreover, the spectral separation of all the P-D peaks was not achieved due to the smaller distances between these peaks ͑heavier mass of the D atoms͒ and the larger noise of the detector that had to be used in that spectral range. Metastable states are expected to disappear when the stable reconstruction is established everywhere at the surface and the hydrogen bonds of the respective reconstruction have reached the saturation cover- FIG. 4 . Infrared spectra of the P-rich prepared surface after exposure to some 100L ͑gray curve͒ and some 10 000L ͑black curve, shifted for clarity͒ of hydrogen. Atomic hydrogen was produced here with the hot tungsten filament mounted in front of the sample. The spectral resolution was 4 cm −1 . The inset shows the integrated intensity of the P-H and In-H stretching modes, respectively, versus exposure to hydrogen. age. Unfortunately, some of the peaks attributed to metastable atomic configurations, i.e., B 4 and B 6 , remain until the surface shows already signs of deterioration. The deterioration or etching of the InP͑001͒ surface upon exposure to a greater amount of atomic hydrogen is already established in the literature. 15 A corresponding IR spectrum is shown in Fig. 4 for a P-rich prepared surface after exposure to an oversupply of atomic hydrogen ͑black curve͒. Vibrations have appeared that should not occur at an ordered P-rich surface, most notably peaks of In-H vibrations ͑between 1800 and 1200 cm −1 ͒. 16 Peaks B 1 -B 6 have vanished now and the rather broad P-H band appearing around 2300 cm −1 is tentatively attributed here to −PH 3 species. Silicon surfaces terminated with −PH 3 exhibit vibrational bands around this frequency. 17 It is important to add here that the infrared spectrum of an originally In-rich prepared InP͑001͒ surface looks at the end of an oversupply of atomic hydrogen ͑not shown here͒ rather similar to the upper spectrum shown in Fig. 4 . Further investigations appear necessary to probe whether preparation procedures can be found for the c͑2 ϫ 2͒-2P-3H reconstruction that can avoid the simultaneous destruction of the P-rich surface. The additional supply of phosphorus together with atomic hydrogen could be attempted in future work. Another alternative could be the use of a pressure cell where a high pressure of molecular hydrogen can be applied.
The at first surprising observation shown in Fig. 2 at the right-hand side will now be discussed. It is well known that the intensity of vibrational modes can be screened and frequencies can be shifted with increasing coverage of the adsorbates. 18, 19 Sometimes a macroscopic model, the socalled three-layer model, 20, 21 has been used to describe this screening effect. The obvious shortcoming of the latter approach is that no downshift in vibrational frequencies can be modeled within the three-layer models available in the literature. There is the more satisfying microscopic theory for the dipole-dipole interaction between vibrating adsorbates 18, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] where the screening effect and the shift are related to the polarizability of the adsorbate complex. In the simplest case of only one perpendicular ͑j = Ќ ͒ or only one parallel ͑j = ʈ ͒ mode the screening in intensity I j for a complete adsorbate layer is given by
and the relative frequency shift in dependence on coverage ⌰ is given by
where ␣ v and ␣ e are the vibrational and electronic part of the polarizability, respectively, U 0,j is a surface-lattice sum, and ⑀ 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. 0 is the vibrational frequency near-zero coverage. Both equations are given here in SI units. For a square lattice the relations always hold that U 0,Ќ Ͼ 0 and U 0,ʈ = −0.5/ U 0,Ќ Ͻ 0. Making use of Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ and the latter inequalities one can explain, e.g., the screening of the intensity for perpendicular modes and the downshift in frequency for parallel modes. In the case of the H-terminated P-rich InP͑001͒ surface investigated in this work the screening seems to be larger than has been found on the H-terminated silicon surface. Since the H-coverage appears comparable, the reason for this difference must be sought in a higher electronic polarizability of the P-H compared to the Si-H adsorbate complex. Only a few publications report on a downshift ͑or redshift͒ of vibrational frequencies with increasing adsorbate coverage ͑see, e.g., Refs. 27-29͒. Most of the investigations of adsorbates have been carried out for metallic surfaces. The surface-selection rule on metals ͑the electric field parallel to the surface is screened completely͒ prohibit in most cases the detection of parallel vibrational modes. Figure 5͑b͒ shows the downshifts of two P-H modes on InP͑001͒ that we measured in a reproducible way. Lacking a method for measuring the absolute hydrogen coverage, we plotted in Fig. 5͑b͒ an approximate coverage that was calculated as the integral over the intensity of all the P-H vibrations at a given hydrogen exposure, and this signal was normalized against the value at the maximum of the curve labeled PH in the inset of Fig. 4 . The gray curves in Fig. 5͑b͒ are fits with Eq. ͑2͒. In a simple case two characteristic values of the adsorbate complex, i.e., ␣ v and ␣ e , can be determined from the fit. In the present system there are unfortunately many unknown parameters, and thus these values cannot be determined with any reliable accuracy. Complicating factors are here: additional chemical shifts that are independent of coverage 19, 30 ͑in principle, the latter could be addressed with isotopic-mixture experiments͒, the interaction between many different vibrational modes, 24 the unknown single-mode coverage, the bond angle for uncoupled modes, 12 the image-dipole contribution to the lattice sum, 12, 28 and perhaps a multipole contribution beyond the dipole-dipole approximation. 31 Surprisingly, to our knowledge the better-defined hydrogen-terminated silicon surfaces have not yet been addressed with the microscopic dipoledipole interaction theory.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The MOCVD-prepared P-rich surface of InP͑001͒ was exposed to atomic hydrogen. LEED images and infrared spectra recorded after this exposure give evidence for a change towards a reconstruction with more H atoms per unit cell compared to the MOCVD-prepared surface. DFT calculations predict a stable c͑2 ϫ 2͒ reconstruction with three H atoms per unit cell. Unfortunately, the surface started to deteriorate before the ideal-ordered surface with the higher hydrogen content was reached upon exposure to atomic hydrogen. Intensity screening and frequency shifts of adsorbate vibrations observed here on the InP surface are interpreted in terms of dipole-dipole interaction.
